Love is in the air—literally! Whether you’re diffusing, applying to your wrist to catch a whiff throughout the day, or soaking in sweet scents via a personal perfume, it’s the month to fall hard for essential oils. With February’s PV promotion, you’ll be smitten over floral fragrances and amorous aromas in no time!

Give romance a chance with a signature scent! Use floral oils like Geranium and Ylang Ylang with earthier oils like Patchouli and Cedarwood to create your own synthetic-free perfume. Want more ways to feel love all around? Gift your beloved an exclusive introduction to three of our go-to oils with the Seed to Seal Story Collection. This February, you’ll find that love and essential oils are truly all you need.

Seed to Seal Story Collection
- Share a gift. This February give someone you love a relaxing aroma to use as they settle in for sleep with Lavender, magazine cover-worthy skin with Tea Tree, and a focusing scent to wear as they hustle to make dreams come true with Peppermint.
- Enjoy something special. Each oil included in the Seed to Seal Story Collection comes with an elegant white label, in an exclusive 10 ml size that cannot be purchased outside of this promotion.

RutaVaLa® Roll-On
- Ride out relationship rough patches. Swipe RutaVaLa Roll-On over your heart to encourage emotional balance during the ups and downs of dating and relationships.
- Drop into dreamland. Before cuddles and drowsy pillow chats, roll RutaVaLa on your wrists for a dream-inspiring scent.

Geranium essential oil, 15 ml
- Shine with love. Love of Geranium, that is! Add a drop or two to your morning and nightly moisturizer for a glowing look that mirrors feelings you have inside.
- Slip into luxury. Take TLC to the next level with a floral-infused bath. Add a few drops of Geranium to the hot water along with a cup of Epsom salt for a peace-producing, stress-relieving soak.

Ylang Ylang essential oil, 15 ml
- Ramp up the romance. Who needs a bouquet of flowers when you can add the soft and sweet scent of Ylang Ylang to your diffuser? Turn it on each day and night to truly feel the love.
- Love your locks. Combat winter hair with this DIY mask: Add drops of Ylang Ylang to coconut oil and comb through hair. Let sit for an hour, rinse, and enjoy hair that’s begging for compliments.

Patchouli essential oil, 15 ml
- Reflect on your relationships. Rub the powerful aroma of Patchouli on your wrists while meditating, and don’t forget how blessed you are by the people in your life.
- Balance your perfumes. When mixing up sweet and floral DIY perfumes, don’t forget to add complex notes. The musky tones of Patchouli will catch everyone’s attention.

Cedarwood essential oil, 15 ml
- Show your partner how much you knead them. Give the gift of massage, enhanced by Cedarwood. Your loved one will get silky-smooth skin along with a scent that soothes.
- Make bedtime an oasis. Before heading to bed, diffuse the balmy, oh-so-comforting scent of Cedarwood, so your evenings are full of nothing but bliss and snuggles.

Click Here for Full Details on This Month's Exclusive Rewards!